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Summary My research interests are on low-energy IoT circuits and systems for bio-implantable
devices, logic synthesis for next-generation computing, and novel low-energy data
converters. I have experience across the CMOS fabrication flow: design and tape-
out, cleanroom, and device characterization. Moreover, I have experience in writing
proposals for NSF research grants, one of which was recently funded for $390,000.

Education
2013 - Present PhD candidate, Drexel University, Philadelphia (PA).

Electronics Engineering

2010 - 2013 Master Degree, University of Brescia, Brescia (Italy), summa cum laude.
Electronics Engineering

2011 Visiting Student, Koç University, Istanbul (Turkey).
Electronics Engineering

2006 - 2010 Bachelor Degree, University of Brescia, Brescia (Italy).
Information Engineering

Research
2013 - Present Research Assistant, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (USA).

Charge Recovery Logic, CRL, also known as adiabatic logic, is a logic style that aims at reduc-
ing energy consumption by recycling, or recovering, part of the charge that flows through a
logic gate. My current research, under the guidance of Professor Baris Taskin, is focused on
i) transposing charge recovery principles to mixed-signal and analog circuits and ii) devel-
oping a logic synthesis methodology for charge recovery logic. The prototype of a charge
recovery analog to digital converter in 65 nm CMOS is currently being fabricated, and an
NSF grant proposal that I co-wrote, CCF 1816857, was recently awarded $390,000 for the
development of a logic synthesis tool for charge recovery logic.

2013 Intern, IMEC, Heverlee (Belgium).
As an intern at IMEC, I worked on my Master’s thesis under the direction of Dr. Firat Yazi-
cioglu. My responsibilities were the design of an integrated transimpedance amplifier for
capacitive ultrasonic transducers (CMUT). In particular, I i) modeled the sensor in Cadence
Virtuoso and studied its noise behavior, ii) surveyed the noise profile of several amplifier
topologies, iii) designed a topology new to the application, and iv) taped-out a prototype IC
in CMOS 180nm.
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2010 Intern, University of Brescia – Physics Department, Brescia (Italy).
I assisted Professor Isabella Concina and Professor Alberto Vomiero to chemically synthesize
different types of quantum-dots to integrate in excitonic solar cells. I, in particular, took care
of the substrate deposition and characterization, of the construction of the cells, and of their
optical and electrical characterization.To do so, I used the following instruments: electronic
load with 4-point probe, solar simulator, monochromator, lock-in amplifier.

Teaching & Advising
2013 - Present Teaching Assistant, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (USA).

I have been the laboratory instructor for several undergraduate classes: Digital Electronics,
Advanced Electronics I, Analog Electronics, and Electronic Devices. I developed laboratory
experiments and projects to target specific learning goals, from DC converters to audio am-
plifiers, to name a few.

2017 Instructor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (USA).
I was one of two instructors for Advanced Electronics I, a course focusing on analog design
for integrated circuits. I was the lecturer for the first half of the course, in which I developed
lecture material from scratch, covering topics from operational amplifiers to the cascode
configuration.

2015 & 2017 Visiting Student Advisor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (USA).
I was the advisor for two visiting Master students in 2015 and in 2017, working on the layout
of a charge recovery logic ASIC and on logic synthesis for charge recovery logic.

2016 - 2017 Senior Design Project Advisor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (USA).
I, along with two faculty members, advised a senior design team of academic year 16/17. The
team’s project, tackling implantable EEG recording in mice, focused on wirelessly powered
solutions using charge recovery logic.

2016 Undergraduate Mentor, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA (USA).
Drexel University STAR initiative allows undergraduate students to spend their freshman
summer doing research. I was part of the team that mentored several students, one of which
closely worked with me and helped me in my research.

Honors & Awards
2018 Joseph and Shirley Carleone Endowed Fellowship
2018 Drexel International Travel Award
2017 Weggel Family Fellowship
2017 SLIP Student Travel Grant
2016 Joseph and Shirley Carleone Endowed Fellowship
2016 Drexel International Travel Award
2011 European Lifelong Learning Program Scholarship
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